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POLICE SCIENCE BOOK REFIEW8
that "the public is acutely conscious of the traffic accident problem and is
actively interested in its solution, "Los Angeles today being the number
one spot of the nation in traffic fatalities !"
Among the author's conclusions there are some with which the average
reader will readily agree, and others with which he will not. For example,
most people will agree with Captain Gourley that "the more people actually
know about their policemen, the better they like them," and that "Los
Angeles Negroes take a dimmer view of their police department than do
other ethnic groups." On the other hand, it may be questioned whether one
of the aims of a well functioning police department is to make "every effort
to create as many favorable contacts as possible," or whether "the citizens
of Los Angeles feel that they have a very good police department." If the
latter statement (which is based on feeling) were true, the survey probably
would never have been undertaken.
While the conclusions are, largely, a matter of interpretation, the tabu-
lations of the statistics are objective and unquestionably of paramount in-
terest to the lay reader and the sociologist alike. They appear of such value
that it should be emphasized that the book constitutes a major contribution
to that quickly growing branch of sociology which deals with the police.
Mount Sinai Clinic HANs A. ILLiNG
Los Angeles, California
Publications Received
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NEW YORK UNIVERSITY IE DETECTION CONFERENCE.
Board of Polygraph Examiners. Washington D. C. 1953. $2.50.
AVIATION TOXICOLOGY. By Aero Medical Association, Blakiston Co., New York,
1953. Pp. 120. $4.00.
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY OF HOUSES. By Robert C. Cleveland. Archi-
tectural Record, 119 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York. 1953.
Pp. 170. $7.50.
THE MODERN R1=nNmoN FnwmRis GUIDE. By Burr Leyjson. Greenberg
Publisher, 201 East 57th Street, New York 22, New York. 1953. Pp. 128.
$1.95.
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS. By Charles A. Williams, LL.B., LL.M., Charles C.
Thomas, Publisher, Springfield, Ill. 1954. Pp. 113. $4.25.
ARE You GUILTY. By William Dienstein, Charles C. Thomas, Publisher,
Springfield, Ill., 1954. Pp. 184. $4.50.
THE STRANGE CASE OF ALGER Hiss. By The Earl Jowitt. Doubleday &
Company, Inc., Publisher, Garden City, New York. 1953. Pp. 380. $3.95.
EmToa's NoTE: The Prisoner Transportation Manual (see rev. Vol. 43, No. 5,
1953, Pp. 704-) is now available from the Supervisor of Documents, State Printing
Division, Sacramento 14, California at 520 per copy.
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